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Limestone boulder from Langøya, off Holmestrand, showing a rich variety of Silurian fossils, including corals, brachiopods and bryozoans. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

The Lower Palaeozoic
Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian – the sea teems with
life 542–416 million years

A profusion of new organisms evolved over a
matter of a few million years some 540 million
years ago. They all had an external, mineralised shell, which meant that they could be
preserved as fossils. This was the start of the
evolution of all important groups of plants and
animals. The surface features of the Earth –
the location of the continents – changed
rapidly, and a variety of sedimentary environments came into existence. These biological
and physical changes are preserved for posterity
in sedimentary rocks, not least in the CambroSilurian succession of the Oslo region.

Early Cambrian plate reconstruction. The yellow spot marks the position of Norway. Since
the globe is shown obliquely from the south,
Norway appears to be situated further north
than it really was. (Illustration: R. Blakey,
Northern Arizona University)

Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian –
the sea teems with life,
542-416 million years
Throughout the Cambro-Silurian – the collective term for the
Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian periods – Scandinavia was located on the
Baltic Plate. This plate, which formed late in the Precambrian, was alone and surrounded by
a deep ocean at the threshold to the Cambrian, but Baltica and the American plate Laurentia
gradually drifted towards each other. The Caledonian mountain chain was formed
in this collision zone as the Iapetus Ocean closed. Palaeotethys, another deep ocean,
nevertheless still separated the plate from the supercontinent of Gondwanaland
to the south. Throughout this time, Baltica drifted from about 60 °S to
approximately 30 °S towards the end of the Silurian.

Introduction
At the threshold to the Cambrian Period, 542 million years ago, dramatic changes took place in
the evolution of life on Earth. The continents were grouped together south of the equator, and
varied depositional environments helped to evolve new life forms. All these dramatic physical,
chemical and biological events took place in the sea. Land areas were still barren and lifeless.
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ven though bacteria and other simple life forms are now known as fossils from far back in the
Precambrian, in up to 3000 million-year-old basement rocks, the Cambrian marks a radical change in
life on Earth. As we saw in the last chapter, sporadic finds of microfossils and impressions and burrows
made by primitive molluscs have been found in the Late Precambrian sandstone-dominated sequences in
Finnmark and in the sparagmite region north of Lake Mjøsa. Sedimentation occurred in local basins, while
most of Norway and the rest of Fennoscandia were being worn down to a low peneplain.

During the Cambrian Period, 542 to 488 million years ago, the sea rose slowly but surely, finally inundating
the whole of this enormous plain. At the same time, there was a revolution in life on Earth. For
the first time, many different marine animals were capable of forming mineralised, protective shells, which meant that they could evolve muscle attachments and complex
internal structures. This evolution may have taken place simultaneously with
Phantalassa
wide-reaching changes in both the location of the continental plates and the
chemistry of the oceans and the atmosphere. Life still only existed in the sea,
but now numerous groups of animals with hard shelly parts gradually arose,
Siberia
North Amerika
and we can find these as fossils in Cambrian and other Palaeozoic rocks.
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This oval globe shows the Earth
unfolded so that we see it from both
sides. Most of the continents lay
south of the Equator. (Reproduced by
permission of R. Blakey, Northern
Arizona University)
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Life in the Cambro-Silurian ocean
Discoveries of fossils in Late Proterozoic and Early Cambrian strata provide a convincing
impression of the dramatic increase in biological diversity that took place around 540 million years ago. The evolution of life in the sea exploded, and trilobites and other arthropods, molluscs, brachiopods and other organisms appeared in vast numbers. This evolu-
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tion took place so rapidly that it has been called the “Cambrian explosion”.

Most groups of Cambrian animals arose during a
period that was perhaps as short as five million years,
following several billion years when life on the Earth
evolved extremely slowly. Many attempts have been
made to explain this explosion, including the
«Snowball Earth» theory referred to earlier, but none
is entirely convincing.
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New, revolutionary ideas have recently been put forward by American scientists. They propose that life
simply “went crazy” because the Earth itself underwent a major reorganisation, including plate movements that were up to ten times faster than normal.
This dramatic plate reorganisation led to marked
changes in climate, oceanic currents and the chemical composition of the oceans which, in turn, initiated the most tremendous evolution that has ever
occurred in the history of life. According to this theory, the rapid plate movements also broke up existing, large-scale ecosystems to form numerous new,
small and isolated systems where evolution could
take place rapidly and in different directions.
Together with the continuing rise in the atmosphere’s oxygen content, and perhaps the evolution of
the first carnivorous forms of life, this may explain
the “explosion” that occurred.
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The arrows indicate the path taken
by Baltica and Norway from Early
Cambrian to Late Ordovician.
(Illustration: T.H. Torsvik)
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Even though the first Cambrian organisms were for
the most part quite small and unimpressive, many
were equipped with hard shelly parts. If animals living in the sea, for example, are to be capable of
being preserved as fossils, it is more or less essential
that they have hard parts. These are often formed of
minerals like calcite, aragonite or various phosphates
such as apatite. Shallow, warm marine areas also
offer good conditions for blooms of calcareous algae

to develop. When these algae die, they rapidly break
down into minute aragonite crystals that accumulate
and form thick beds and formations of limestone.
With increasing depth of burial and in various environments, some of these limestones can be converted
into dolomite, a mineral that contains more magnesium. The early formation of dolomite is often interpreted as indicating a warm, dry climate. The rising
numbers of fossils during the Cambrian and
throughout the rest of the Palaeozoic help us to visualise the communities of shellfish that established
themselves on the sea floor. By degrees, we have also
begun to understand the environmental reasons
behind the changes in these communities over time.
Changes in, for instance, the depth and temperature
of the water and the amount of mud it contained
could lead to great changes in the composition of
the animal and plant communities, then as now. The
greater understanding we have achieved through
detailed studies of the way of life and living conditions of fossil communities has given other geological disciplines better understanding of, for example,
constant changes in the Earth’s climate, the location
of the continents and both local and global sea level.
The Fennoscandian Sea
Rising sea level during the Cambrian led to most of
Baltica, of which Norway was a part, being inundated. A shallow sea stretched over large areas, just covering the former basement platform, which
remained stable and showed little sign of subsiding.
Only thin sequences of sediments were deposited
above these areas in the course of the 126 million
years to the end of the Silurian Period. In many
areas, this thin veneer of sediments was subsequently
removed by erosion during periods when the sea
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level was lower, as was probably the case in most of
eastern Baltica.
At that time, large parts of present-day Norway
comprised the foreland of the emerging Caledonian
mountain chain. As the next chapter explains in
more detail, strata that formed in a series of sedimentary basins were subsequently thrust into
Trøndelag, west Norway and north Norway, from
the constantly shrinking Iapetus Ocean. The basins
had been actively subsiding and filled with several
kilometres of sedimentary and volcanic deposits.
However, most of these deposits were so compressed,
deformed and heated during the orogeny that it is
often difficult to recognise their original stratigraphical order. In many cases, the fossils have been completely destroyed by the transformation processes.
The most continuous and best-preserved CambroSilurian succession in this country is, however, to be
seen in the Oslo region, an area that is world famous
for its highly fossiliferous and exceptionally varied
lithologies.
The Oslo region – a playground for geologists
Exposures of Cambro-Silurian rocks are found scattered sporadically throughout the Oslo region in an
approximately 60 km broad belt stretching more
than 220 km from Langesund in the south to the
Mjøsa area in the north. These 542 to 416 millionyear-old sediments have been preserved thanks to a
rift valley that formed during the later volcanic

episodes in the Carboniferous and Permian, about
320 to 250 million years ago. The older rocks lie
beneath and between these younger volcanic and
plutonic complexes, suggesting that the Oslo region,
unlike the adjacent platform areas, was already an
actively subsiding basin in the Cambro-Silurian.
The succession in the Oslo region is affected by both
the Caledonian orogeny and the later impact of heat
emanating from the Permo-Carboniferous intrusives.
The effect of the heat was greatest in the southerly
districts, near Holmestrand, Skien and Porsgrunn,
and less far north. The southerly areas are, however,
least affected by the orogeny because deformation
increased northwards. Beautifully folded CambroSilurian rocks can be seen as west-southwest to eastnortheast trending ridges and islands in the inner
Oslofjorden area. Deformation is most intense further
north in the Hadeland and Mjøsa districts, where the
Cambro-Silurian succession is tightly folded and
strongly deformed because of large-scale thrusting.

Oslofjorden
11°Ø

Simplified geological map of the
Oslo region showing the distribution
of Cambro-Silurian sedimentary
rocks and Permo-Carboniferous magmatic rocks, as well as the most
important faults.
Folding of the Cambro-Silurian strata
is a result of the collision between
Baltica and the American Plate,
Laurentia, when the Caledonides
were formed in the west. This deformation was quite strong in places, as
here in Ordovician shales at Bygdøy
in Oslo. (Photo: D. Worsley)

Calculations have shown that the folding and thrusting foreshortened the Cambro-Silurian succession as
a whole by up to 140 km, most near Mjøsa and
hardly at all near Langesund. The succession has,
nonetheless, made the Oslo region a world-famous
area for studying Lower Palaeozoic rocks and fossils
for the past 150 years. Recent studies have helped to
enhance our understanding of its importance in
both a Baltic and a global context.
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Life in the Cambrian. Trilobites which
crawled on the bottom and swam in
the sea are typical representatives of
organisms in the Early Cambrian
marine environment on Baltica. In
other parts of the world, reefs dominated by sponges (in the foreground)
have been found, but no such reefs
are known in Norway. (Reproduced
by permission of the Natural History
Museum, University of Oslo.
Illustration: B. Bocianowski)

Cambrian – animals with shells appear
The name “Cambrian” stems from Cambria, the
Roman name for Wales, where the Cambrian Period
was first defined in 1833 by the British pioneer,
Professor Adam Sedgwick.
Fossils from Cambrian time (542 to 488 million
years ago) demonstrate the explosive evolution of life
on the Earth. The first shell-bearing Cambrian fossils were, as mentioned earlier, nevertheless quite
small and had thin calcareous or phosphatic shells,
exemplified by the primitive, non-hinged (inarticulate) brachiopods. These creatures lived in two shells
just held together by muscles, in contrast to the later
articulate forms where the shells were hinged together. The articulate brachiopods became more important later in the Palaeozoic. The genus Lingula was
one of the early inarticulate forms. Remarkably
enough, representatives of this genus are still alive
today, and are examples of “living fossils” which,
unlike most other life forms on the Earth, have
retained their primitive way of life and seemingly
allowed evolution to pass them by.
Several curious groups with small, simple shells came
to the fore in the Early and Middle Cambrian. Some
had small tubular shells, like Torellella for example, a
typical fossil in the oldest Cambrian beds in the Oslo
region. Other millimetre-sized, cone-shaped fossils,
such as Lapworthella, were perhaps parts of larger
organisms. In addition, there were several types of
small molluscs with calcareous shells, the first representatives of present-day snails and bivalves. They no
doubt grazed the algal mats that had hitherto lived
undisturbed in the Precambrian sea.
It was first later in the Cambrian, and particularly in
the Ordovician, that marine shelly faunas really flourished. A world-renowned locality found in 1909 high
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WHY DID ANIMALS EVOLVE HARD SHELLS?
The most obvious answer is that they needed protection, but the paradox is that we scarcely know of any
large predators from that time, so what were they
intending to protect themselves from? One possibility
is that the predators themselves lacked hard shells and
have therefore not been preserved as fossils and consequently never discovered. Perhaps they were molluscs that did not kill by physical attack but by poison,
like modern jellyfish? On the other hand, it is not certain that the evolution of hard shells was intended as
protection from attack. Perhaps they evolved in
response to changes in the chemistry of the seawater.
The organisms had to extract lime, or perhaps they
needed fastening points for an inner musculature.

Trilobites were among the first organisms to evolve a hard shell
(exoskeleton).

in the Canadian part of the Rocky Mountains shows
that the fossils we generally find represent a mere
fraction of the life forms that were actually present in
the Middle Cambrian ocean. This Burgess Shale dis-

Holmia kjerulfi, a trilobite from the
Lower Cambrian (Holmia shale),
Ringsaker (2 cm long).
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
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plays many impressions of algae
and animals which had only soft
parts, often with the finest
details preserved. Many tens of
thousands of these fossils,
embracing more than 100 species in more than 20
phyla, have so far been found at this outstanding
locality. Most of them represent primitive forms of
known, living or extinct groups. There are also representatives of the most important group of animals
from the Cambrian, the trilobites, early forms of
arthropods. Unlike in the usual outcrops where only
the mineralised shields of these well-known fossils are
preserved, in the Burgess Shale the soft parts are also
visible in several specimens, with legs and even their
fine tactile hairs preserved! How did all these fossils
come to be so remarkably well preserved? They are
thought to be the remains of a rich plant and animal
community that lived on and around submarine mud
banks offshore from a large algal reef complex. The
living organisms were periodically swept out into
deeper water by tremendous mud slides and immediately buried in lifeless, oxygen-poor bottom mud
where no bacteria or other organisms could break
down their soft parts, as usually happens with dead
animals on an ordinary sea floor. This special and

1 mm

very well-preserved fauna tells us that only fragments
of marine life in the Baltic ocean are preserved. In
other words, only a fraction of the original faunal
diversity is generally preserved in fossiliferous
deposits, which, in turn, means that fossils found in
the Oslo region only record small parts of evolutionary history.
The trilobite – a globetrotter
Trilobites are preserved as common fossils all over
the world, and well over 15,000 species have been
described. Found already in the oldest Cambrian
beds, they are typical fossils in rocks of the Oslo
region. They achieved their maximum extent at the
end of the Cambrian, and gradually declined in
number, until they died out towards the end of the
Palaeozoic Era around 250 million years ago.
Trilobites were protected by hard shells divided into
three parts (hence their name) both longitudinally
and transversely. Most were divided into a head, a

FOSSILS FROM CAMBRIAN
DEPOSITS IN THE OSLO REGION
A. The microfossil Torellella,
Hadeland. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
B. The microfossil Lapworthellide,
Hadeland. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
C. The microfossil Lapworthellide,
Hadeland. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
D. The trilobite Ptychagnostus gibbus, Slemmestad.
(Photo: M. Høyberget/D.L. Bruton)
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Life in the Ordovician was characterised by cephalopods and graptolites in the water masses and sea
lilies, trilobites and corals on the
seabed. (Reproduced by permission
of the Natural History Museum,
University of Oslo. Illustration: B.
Bocianowski)

brates have been made in both the Burgess Shale and
Early Cambrian deposits in China, in the
Chengjiang fauna. The Cambrian mainland must
have been desolate terrain without plants or animals,
just exposed to rain and wind that had unobstructed
opportunities to erode the land surface.

Asaphus expansus, the trilobite
which W.C. Brøgger illustrated in his
work «Die silurischen Etagen 2 und
3» from 1882. From the Huk
Formation, Tøyen, Oslo. 8 cm long.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

thorax and a tail (pygidium), each with three segments, one along the middle and another on either
side. The lateral segments covered appendages used
for swimming or walking; trilobites lived both on
the seabed and as freely swimming forms. Fossilised
burrows and walking tracks made by trilobites are
often found, and they clearly show how many
species found their food by trawling the mud on the
seabed or burrowing into it. All life was to be found
in the sea, and we know of no organisms that lived
on land or in fresh water during the Cambrian. The
conodonts, which first appeared in the Middle
Cambrian, probably represent the first primitive representatives of vertebrates. Reliable finds of verte156

Ordovician – further evolution and wholesale death
The name Ordovician was proposed by the British
geologist, Charles Lapworth, based on the “Ordovices”, the name given by the Romans to a tribe of
Britons that lived in the inhospitable hills of North
Wales in the Roman period. Life in the Ordovician
(488 to 444 million years ago) was considerably
more varied than earlier. A number of groups that
are only rarely found in Cambrian strata made their
entry in earnest. One important group of zone fossils
was the graptolites, which resemble small, straight,
curled or branching saw blades. They were colonial
animals that drifted freely in the world oceans. Each
“saw tooth” represents a small chitin-covered sleeve
which was home to a single individual. Zone fossils
are fossils that are very suitable for determining the
age of a given bed because they lived for just a short
time, but over a large area. The graptolites evolved
rapidly during the Ordovician and Silurian, from
complex, multi-branching forms to simpler colonies.
These colonies were carried over the oceans by global currents before they died and sank to the seabed.
They are therefore good time indicators since the
same species from the same period may be found
spread over large areas and in completely different
sea-floor settings. It is believed that stratigraphical
division with the aid of the various species of graptolites can give age determinations with precision
down to one to two million years, and this in rocks
that are more than 400 million years old!
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FOSSILS FROM ORDOVICIAN DEPOSITS IN THE OSLO REGION
A. The graptolite Rhabdinopora, Tøyen Formation, Tøyen (Oslo).
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
B. The graptolite Phyllograptus, Tøyen Formation, Slemmestad.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
C. The starfish Cnemidactis osloensis, Elnes Formation,
Djuptrekkodden (Asker), ca. 4 cm in diameter
(Photo: D.L. Bruton /T. Hansen)
D. The trilobite Pseudomegalaspis, Elnes Formation, Fiskum.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
E. The cephalopod Endoceras (upside down on the bedding
plane), Huk Formation, Krekling in Buskerud, 4 cm in diameter.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
F. The cephalopod Discoceras, Bønsnes Formation (Upper
Ordovician), Stavnestangen (Ringerike), 12 cm in diameter.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
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Just as during the Cambrian, the trilobites remained
important zone fossils which, while they lived, left
their mark on the various sedimentary environments.
Other fossils that became increasingly important for
dating Ordovician strata are the conodonts. These
tiny (generally less than 2 mm long) phosphate
remains resemble teeth, but their biological affinity
was uncertain for a long time, and new theories
about the “conodont animal” were constantly put
forward. The mystery was solved in the early 1980s
when an unusually well-preserved impression of soft
parts was discovered in Carboniferous shales. It
resembled a small lancet fish, and the conodonts
themselves, as the sole mineralised parts, comprised
part of the head of the creature. Other discoveries,
for instance in Late Ordovician beds in South Africa,
have confirmed this, and it is now established that
conodonts were the jaws of the earliest vertebrates.

When geologists from the Palaeontological Museum
in Oslo were seeking microfossils in Early
Ordovician limestones from Hinlopenstretet on
Svalbard in 1972 by dissolving the rock in acetic
acid they were surprised to find phosphatic skin
plates from a jawless fish, one of the oldest fish fossils known worldwide at that time. They called it
Anatolepis heintzi after the leading palaeontologist at
the museum, the late Professor Anatol Heintz.
Huge coral reefs
Corals and stromatoporoids (calcareous sponges)
came on the scene in the Ordovician and rapidly
became reef builders along with calcareous algae.
Fossil corals are the calcareous exoskeletons of animals related to jellyfish. The shells supported and
protected the separate individuals, which lived by filtering food particles from seawater. There are two
main groups of Palaeozoic corals, the solitary horn
corals and the colonial corals, which are also called
157
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FOSSILS FROM SILURIAN DEPOSITS IN THE OSLO REGION
A. Crinoids (1.5 m in diameter) curled on a bedding plane, Vik Formation, Malmøya. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
B. Crinoid, holdfast («root»), ca. 20 cm in diameter, Rytteråker Formation, Malmøya. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
C. Favosites, honeycomb coral (arrow) in cross section (field of view is 25 cm wide), Vik Formation, Malmøya. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
D. Bedding plane with several corals, Steinsfjorden Formation, Langøya near Holmestrand. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
E. Monograptus, a graptolite, Skinnerbukta Formation, Malmøya. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
F. Bedding plane with various brachiopods, including Eoplectodonta, Isorthis and Coolinia, Solvik Formation, Malmøya. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

2 cm

tabulate corals. The commonest corals in the Oslo
region are the sun corals (Heliolites), the honeycomb
corals (Favosites) and the chain corals (Catenipora
and Halysites). Most colonial corals probably lived in
symbiosis with algae and could therefore only live in
shallow water where the sunlight reached them. This
symbiosis meant that they grew more quickly and
thus could form reef structures.
Even though whole specimens are rare, unbelievable
numbers of calcareous algae, sea lilies (crinoids) and
their relatives, the cystoids, lived on the shallow
seabed and the surrounding reefs. Despite their
name and their plant-like appearance, the sea lilies
are an animal related to sea urchins and starfish.
They lived on segmented stems that fixed them to
the seabed, and caught their food from the water
with the help of tentacles on their heads. The calcareous algae and sea lilies had one feature in common: just a few hours after they died, they collapsed
into their separate components, the algae to calcareous dust, the sea lilies to small calcareous plates and
stem segments. Both are important components of
the limestones we see today. As we shall see, all these
groups, particularly the stromatoporoids and calcareous algae, became important reef builders in parts of
the Oslo region during the Ordovician. Other colonial animals, like bryozoans (moss animals), also
lived as calcareous mats or in branch-like forms, but
never became large reef builders. A few Ordovician
limestones are quite different in character from the
reef-forming carbonate units. They contain numerous orthocerids, cephalopods with external skeletons
that were the precursors of the modern Nautilus.
The straight, elongate cornet-shaped skeleton of the
genus Endoceras was divided into a series of gas-filled
chambers that kept the animal floating in the seawater. In common with modern octopuses and
squids, they probably moved with the aid of a kind
of jet propulsion generated by squirting water.
Accumulations of Endoceras skeletons form beautiful
patterns in Ordovician ornamental limestones quarried and polished on Öland in Sweden, for example,
and these have been used in many large buildings in
Norway, including the steps of the National Gallery
in Oslo. At Slemmestad, outside Oslo, corresponding beds of limestone have been quarried to manufacture concrete.

NODULAR LIMESTONES
Nodular limestones are limestones that contain thick
or thin carbonate lenses or carbonate nodules occurring as round to elongate inclusions in shaly material.
The nodules generally occur in specific layers, often
individually along the bedding; sometimes they occur
so densely that they form a continuous bed of limestone, but with the nodular shapes still distinct. The
mode of origin of such nodules has been widely
debated, but there isn’t any one single explanation for
the formation of all the different types of calcareous
nodules in the Oslo region.
The large cannonball-like forms in the Cambrian and
Lower Ordovician beds were probably formed by
chemical precipitation, solution and early compaction
of carbonate-rich sediment, as suggested by the bending of the shale around the balls. Most of the much
smaller nodules may be traces left by animals excavating in the nutrient-rich mud on the seabed; their activity and excrement changed the chemical conditions in
the mud, giving it a different capacity for compaction
and cementation. The “nodules” can then be seen as
continuous systems of tunnels along the bedding
planes. If the mud covering the bottom became acid,
primary carbonate might be partly dissolved, leaving
isolated remains (“nodules”). It is thus possible to
envisage several biological, physical and chemical
mechanisms for the formation of nodular limestones.
See also the separate box on trace fossils.
The graptolite Didymograptus from
the Tøyen Formation, Lower
Ordovician, Slemmestad, 4 cm long.
This type of graptolite is very common in Ordovician lithologies over
large areas, and is therefore a valuable zone fossil. (Photo: H.A.
Nakrem)

One of the greatest mass extinction episodes in history occurred towards the end of the Ordovician.
This is also clearly reflected in fossil occurrences in
the Oslo region, and is displayed by a dramatic
159

reduction of trilobites, graptolites and conodonts all
over the world. Such extinctions may be explained in
many ways, but the Ordovician episode coincided
with a change in climate, with the onset of ice ages
elsewhere on the planet. Large quantities of water
locked up in glaciers led to a global drop in sea level,
a regression, and the general configuration of tectonic plates on Earth led at the same time to physical
changes, and these factors in combination may have
brought about mass extinction in the oceans.
Silurian – life in fresh water and on land
At the beginning of the Silurian Period, life became
re-established following the wholesale deaths in the
late Ordovician. The ice sheets melted and, together
with plate movements and subsidence, this led to the
sea level rising substantially. The largest leaps in evolution are seen in brachiopods, bivalves, gastropods,
echinoderms and fish. The period is named after the
Silures, a Celtic tribe that inhabited the south-eastern borderlands between present-day England and
Wales in Roman times.
The first freshwater fossils are found in Ordovician
beds. Terrestrial plants and animals have not been

WHAT ARE TRACE FOSSILS??
A trace fossil reflects the activity and life of an organism,
but the actual perpetrator is very rarely preserved. Trace fossils are evidence of the moving (walking, crawling or excavating) of an organism on or in sediment, of burrows in
sediments and borings drilled in the shells of other organisms or in plant material. Fossil excrements, coprolites, are
also a type of trace fossil.
The tracks that remain can tell us a great deal about the
activities of an animal, its way of life and its ecology, but
hardly ever anything about the actual animal itself. Quite
similar tracks may be left by totally different organisms, but
the type of track is often typical for given depositional environments.

Thallassinoides, burrows probably excavated by a crustacean or similar
articulated animal living in the sea bottom.(Illustration: George
Pemberton)
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definitely identified, but pollen that may belong to
the first land plants has recently been found in
Ordovician strata. The first reliable remains of primitive fish are found as scales in Ordovician strata, but
it was first in the Silurian that fish assumed new,
larger forms. Groups like the trilobites now began to
slowly decline, and graptolites are only represented
by a single family, the single-spiked forms to which
Monograptus belongs. These monograptids are nevertheless extremely important for dating Silurian rocks
until their extinction around the end of the Silurian.
Brachiopods and corals were evolving strongly
throughout the Silurian, and studies during the past
30 years have helped to improve our understanding
of the environmental requirements of brachiopod
communities. A well-known limestone formation in
the Lower Silurian of the Oslo region is the
Pentamerus limestone (the Rytteråker Formation),
named after the large, robust brachiopod Pentamerus
which built up large shell banks in clear, shallow
water, often close to reefs. Communities dominated
by the equally large, but thin-shelled, Stricklandia
and similar species are encountered towards slightly
deeper, calmer water. Calcareous algae found together with Stricklandia lived on a seabed reached by
sunlight. Just like nowadays, most algae depended
on sunlight to perform their photosynthesis. Smaller
and smaller individuals of many different species of
brachiopods are found in deeper water. One wellknown form, Protatrypa malmoeyensis, was named
after Malmøya in Bunnefjorden.
Both small and somewhat larger reef complexes are
also found in the Silurian strata, and particularly
good examples are well exposed near Porsgrunn and
Holmestrand, and on islands in lake Tyrifjorden in
Ringerike. One horizon with small reef structures in
the Pentamerus limestone has been studied in great
detail and forms the basis for a reconstruction presented in the geological exhibition of the Natural
History Museum in Oslo. This reef formed a small
mound, about 7 m long and 4 m wide. The most
important reef builders were colonial tabulate corals
and stromatoporoids, “glued” or bound together by
calcareous algae. The reef was porous, and its large
cavities formed a home for numerous organisms,
including trilobites, brachiopods, crinoids,
cephalopods, gastropods and bryozoans.
An important upsurge in land plants, primitive fish
and sea scorpions took place during the Silurian.
The oldest, undisputed land plants are known from

A landscape from the end of the Silurian, when the first plants began to grow on land. Sea scorpions soon began to creep out of the sea too, and land scorpions, millipedes and mites settled on
land, where the plants gave food and protection from the sun. (Reproduced by permission of the Natural History Museum, University of Oslo. Illustration: B. Bocianowski)

Ireland, in Middle Silurian strata. Such small, unimpressive stalks of Cooksonia are also known in several
other places, the most convincing remains being in
Australia, in beds straddling the Silurian-Devonian
boundary.
The sea scorpions (eurypterids) are an extinct group
of arthropods related to present-day spiders. Sea
scorpions lived from the Ordovician to the Permian,
but were particularly widespread in the Silurian and
Devonian. The most famous and terrifying sea scorpion was the more than 75 cm-long Mixopterus
kiaeri from Late Silurian red sandstones in
Ringerike, an exceptionally impressive fossil, even
though it could not compete in size with the largest
eurypterids, which were more than 2 m long.
Remains of various primitive fish (agnates, i.e. jawless fish) are found together with the sea scorpions
in Ringerike, where they lived in rivers and lagoons

that covered the area at the beginning of the Late
Silurian. The herring-like Pterolepis and the more
sculpin-like Aceraspis had different life styles; the
former was free-swimming, the latter sought food
along the bottom. The evolution of these types of
fish was, in biological terms, perhaps the most
important event for the future diversity of life on
earth. Vertebrates had now really established themselves and were capable of playing their role as
important elements in the global ecosystem.
However, it would be a good deal later, well into the
Devonian Period, when their descendants, the early
amphibians, began to conquer the land.

Pharyngolepis, one of the jawless
fish found as a fossil in Ringerike.
(From: NHM, UiO)
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One of the finest fossils found in
Norway, the 75 cm long sea scorpion, Mixopterus kiaeri, found in red
sandstone near Kroksund, Ringerike.
When Johan A. Kiær described the
discovery in 1924 he wrote: «I’ll
never forget the moment when we
found this new scorpion. My assistants had just turned over a large
flat stone when we saw the big
creature with its outstretched flippers. It looked so natural we almost
expected it to get up from the spot
where it had been resting for so
many millions of years and creep
down to the lake just below us.»
(Photo: P. Aas, NHM, UiO)
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NODULES AND TRACE FOSSILS
A. Calcareous nodules in dark shale from Hovedøya (Skogerholmen Formation, Ordovician, Hovedøya). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
B. Cross section of nodules and some fossil fragments, a coral and some crinoid stems in and around the nodules (Rytteråker Formation, Silurian, Malmøya); field of view is 30 cm.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem).
C. Nodules in the form of burrows (Rytteråker Formation, Silurian, Malmøya); the burrows are 10-20 mm in diameter. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
D. Cambrian cannonballs (Alum Shale Formation, Slemmestad). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
E. Bedding plane with fine grazing burrows (Chondrites type) (Solvik Formation, Silurian, Malmøya); the burrows are about 2 mm in diameter. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
F. Weathered bedding plane which shows a maze of coarse burrows (Vik Formation, Silurian, Malmøya); the burrows are 10-20 mm in diameter. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

The Cambro-Silurian succession in the
Oslo region
Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian deposits in the region vary enormously, from dark
shales, via nodular limestones and thick limestones to volcanic ash beds and, at the very
top, a thick pile of red sandstones. The lithologies testify to varied depositional conditions
and to tectonic episodes that, by degrees, led to the formation of a new mountain chain.

Generalised stratigraphical table
showing the division of the CambroSilurian succession and characteristic
aspects in the central part of the
Oslo region (Oslo-Asker). The thickness of the beds is given in metres. A
simplified lithological division shows
shale in black, limestone with a
brick-like pattern and sandstone as
dots on a red or yellow background.

The more than 2 km thick Cambro-Silurian succession in the various parts of the Oslo region was originally divided using an ingenious alphanumerical
scheme introduced in 1857 by Professor Theodor
Kjerulf, a pioneer in Norwegian geology. Kjerulf
divided the marine succession into eight stages. The
Ordovician strata, especially the fossils, were thoroughly described by Professor Waldemar C. Brøgger
in 1882, and the first detailed study of the marine
part of the Silurian succession was presented by one

Age

Formation / Group Stage Thickness Lithology

Silurian

Pridoli
Ludlow

Wenlock
Llandovery

Ordovician

Late

Middle

Sundvollen Group
Steinsfjorden
Malmøya
Skinnerbukta
Vik
Rytteråker

10
9
8c-d
8a-b
7c
7a-b

Solvik

6a-c

190

Langøyene-Langåra
Husbergøya
Skogerholmen
Skjerholmen
Grimsøya

5b
5a
4d
4cγ
4cβ

50-60,13-35
10-35
33-43
35-40
10-40

Venstøp

4cα

7-10

Solvang
Nakkholmen
Frognerkilen
Arnestad

4bδ
4bγ
4bβ
4bα

12-20
13-20
10-20
22-40

Vollen

4aβ

>45

Cambrian

Elnes
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Early

Huk
Tøyen
Bjørkåsholmen

Late

Alum Shale

Middle
Early

1250
260
35
90
80
50

4aα
3cd
3c
3b
3aγ
3a
2e

ca. 60
ca. 7
ca. 20
ca. 1

of Norway’s greatest palaeontologists, Professor
Johan Kiær, in 1908. Kiær’s impressive and detailed
descriptions resulted in Kjerulf ’s system of stages
being substantially refined. For instance, he subdivided “Stage 6” of the Lower Silurian first into subzones “6a, 6b and 6c” and then into still smaller
units, for example “6bα and 6bβ”. Correspondingly
detailed subdivisions were introduced for most of
the original stages.
A more modern lithostratigraphical division has now
been established, along with far better dating of the
succession, partly based on evolutionary sequences
among the many fossils that were independent of the
environment. At the same time, better insight has
been acquired into the environmental dependence of
the fossil communities and also of the depositional
conditions throughout the succession. Together, this
gives a far more detailed picture of the shifting environments in the Oslo region through time. At the
same time, we now have a better appreciation of
how local movements had an effect as the
Caledonian nappes were gradually thrust in from the
northwest.
Early Palaeozoic deposits are also known from other
parts of Norway, including Rogaland, the Bergen
district, Trøndelag and Nordland, but they were
strongly deformed during the Caledonian orogeny to
varying degrees. Better preserved units are found in
Finnmark.

ca. 75

Cambro-Silurian shales and limestones weather easily and often form the basis for rich soils. The farming communities in Hadeland and around Lake

Permian maenaite sill

Cambrian alum shale

Precambrian basement

Mjøsa are found on such soils and contrast with the
forested area in Nordmarka (north of Oslo), where
hard intrusives and lavas are found.
Baltica was inundated in the Cambrian
Early in the Cambrian, sea level rose globally, slowly
but surely overstepping the boundaries of the Late
Proterozoic basins and continuing on across the
peneplained basement forming the surface of Baltica.
In places, a thin basal conglomerate lies directly on
this undulating sub-Cambrian peneplain, before the
deposits shift to sandstones, greyish-green and finally
dark siltstones and shales, all with trilobites as the
prominent zone fossils. Approximately 125 m of
early Cambrian sandstones (the Vangsås Formation)
are exposed in Ringsaker and the Cambrian succession is most complete in this northern part of the
Oslo region, near to the Late Proterozoic basin. In
the Middle Cambrian, virtually the entire Oslo
region, and also the rest of Fennoscandia, was covered by the sea. In and around Oslo itself, Middle

Cambrian deposits lie directly on Precambrian basement. The Middle and Upper Cambrian are dominated by the black Alum Shale with large “cannonballs” of stinkstone, a black limestone with a high
content of organic material that smells foul and rotten when struck or crushed. Alum Shale is characterised by producing a black streak when scraped
with a knife, whereas other dark shales generally give
a more greyish streak. In Oslo, the Alum Shale is
approximately 50 m thick and underlies the centre
of the city along with Oslo County Jail, Tøyen and
the Ekeberg escarpment. The precise thickness of the
Alum Shale is difficult to determine because this soft
unit generally formed a perfect glide zone or lubrication during the later Caledonian deformation with
its folding and thrusting. Some beds may thus have
been pushed together and doubled in thickness, or
even squeezed out of place.

Black Middle Cambrian shales lie
directly on Precambrian basement
and are overlain by a horizontal
intrusive sill of light maenaite at
Slemmestad, in the centre of the
Oslo region. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

The Alum Shale was formed from mud that accumulated on a completely “dead” seabed that received
little or no oxygen. Locally, it has a carbon content
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Large Lower Ordovician carbonate
“cannonballs” are exposed in the
Alum Shale at Nærsnes, near
Slemmestad. (Photo: B.T. Larsen)
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of around 10 to 15 %, in extreme cases up to 40 %.
It is also often rich in heavy metals like vanadium
and uranium (up to 0.5 and 0.02 %, respectively)
and contains an abundance of iron minerals, including sulphides like iron pyrites and pyrrhotite. These
minerals may contain as much as 5 to 7 % sulphur,
which causes considerable civil engineering problems
in connection with older buildings in Oslo. When
the rock is exposed to air and water, the sulphide
minerals oxidise and the sulphuric acid that forms
corrodes iron and concrete foundations, as well as
buried iron pipes. Gypsum or ettringite are formed
when alum shale mixes with the lime in concrete,
and this causes the concrete to swell, perhaps rupturing overlying floors or adjacent walls. All these factors make the shale a particularly difficult foundation. Ironically, the Geological Museum in Oslo is
built on Alum Shale, as clearly shown by the bulging
and fracturing of the cellar floor. Modern construction firms therefore implement painstaking measures
when building on alum shale. It is most important
to avoid contact between the shale and concrete
foundations. The high uranium content in alum
shale means that many places display high natural

radioactivity. The decay of uranium leads to the formation of radon gas, which may seep into buildings
or be dissolved in the groundwater.
The entire Cambrian succession is otherwise dominated by the trilobites as zone fossils. In the past,
three sequences were defined by their characteristic
trilobites: Holmia, Paradoxides and olenids that characterise the Lower, Middle and Upper Cambrian,
respectively. In addition to the occurrences in the
Oslo region, there are poorly preserved remnants of
Middle Cambrian beds on Hardangervidda and near
Stavanger. A narrow belt of Cambrian strata also follows the margin of the Caledonides northwards
through Sweden right up to Finnmark. A basin in
northern Finnmark contains a Cambrian succession
which is 1,100 m thick. This succession can also be
divided into three parts, the fossils and lithologies
enabling it to be correlated with the succession in
the Oslo region. Cambrian strata are also found
within the Caledonian nappes, but these are generally metamorphosed to phyllite and marble, which has
destroyed their fossil content. Otherwise, little
altered, thin and often incomplete sequences of

a.

b.b.

Mjøsa district

a.

Mjøsa district

Slemmestad

Oslo - Asker

Skien - Langesund
Holmestrand
N
N
Sand deposits
Land area
Basement

Black mud
Sand/gravel

SCHEMATIC BLOCK DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE CAMBRIAN AND ORDOVICIAN DEPOSITIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE OSLO REGION.
a . EARLY CAMBRIAN (ca. 540 million years ago). The basement had been eroded to a flat land area (a peneplain), over which the sea flooded in from the
north. Sandstones and shales with trilobites and a variety of trace fossils from that time are now found along Lake Mjøsa.
b . MIDDLE CAMBRIAN (ca. 510-500 million years ago). The sea level had risen, large parts of Baltica were flooded and dark mud deposited on the seabed
where virtually no oxygen was present. Some areas of basement in the southwest still formed islands, as can be seen at Rognstranda in Telemark. The dark
mud rich in organic material gave rise to the Alum Shale.

c.
c.

Mjøsa district

d.
d.

Mjøsa district

Oslo - Asker

Oslo - Asker

Skien - Langesund

Ringerike

N

N

Calcareous mud
Shales with
calcareous nodules

Sand/carbonate barriers
Sandy calcareous mud
Calcareous mud
Dark shales with
limestone nodules

Cambrian age are found scattered across the Baltic
Shield, for instance, in Skåne, Västergötland, on
Gotland and Bornholm, and around the Baltic Sea.
Ordovician – from calm, muddy bottoms to tropical shores
The deposition of black mud continued in the Oslo
region into the Ordovician Period with the formation of the Dictyonema shale, named after one of
the primitive, branching graptolites (later reassigned
to genus Rhabdinopora). Better circulation of water
in the sea above Baltica gradually resulted in a
seabed that was richer in oxygen, with more life and
less carbon. These conditions resulted in the formation of shales that are more greyish than black.
Entire beds packed with calcareous nodules, far
smaller than the stinkstones in the Alum Shale, form
the characteristic greyish-white nodular limestones
that are so typical for road cuts in many streets and
roads in and around Oslo.
Some continuous beds of limestone were also
formed. These represent an environment which

received little mud, and calcareous mud and fossils
accumulated on a well-oxygenated seabed. The distribution of the Orthoceras limestone shows that quite
uniform shallow-water conditions typified large parts
of Baltica, at any rate during parts of the Early
Ordovician. Around Oslo, this limestone, the uppermost part of the Huk Formation, is developed as an
approximately 7 m thick, massive bed that stands up
as ridges. The Orthoceras limestone has been used as
building stone, for instance in Akershus Fortress and
Gamle Aker Church. In 1892, it gave rise to the first
production of cement in Slemmestad, near Oslo.
Some curious aspects are associated with it: the cornet-shaped Endoceras shells are often oriented approximately parallel to one another, probably parallel to
the dominant bottom current. The shells are nevertheless generally partially corroded or dissolved,
implying that conditions on the seabed varied, with
periods of fresh, flowing water alternating with intervals marked by stagnating, more acid conditions.

c . EARLY-MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN (ca.
480-470 million years ago). Sea level
in the Oslo region was slightly lower
and crushed shell remains of marine
organisms resulted in the formation
of carbonate deposits. Dark mud was
deposited when the sea periodically
became deeper. The thickest shell
accumulations resulted in the Huk
Formation. As the mud on the
seabed gradually compacted to rock
at depth, varying amounts of carbonate nodules, beds of limestone and
more shaly lithologies formed.
d . LATE ORDOVICIAN (ca. 445-443
million years ago). The sea was shallow and coarse sand was mixed in
the calcareous mud. Some areas
were dry land, and fresh water dissolved underlying calcareous strata,
forming karst. Reef structures developed in some southern areas. The
Langøyene and Langåra formations
formed from carbonate deposits in
this period.
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ALUM PRODUCTION – INDUSTRY IN OLD CHRISTIANIA
Alum shale was a valuable raw material for industrial production in Norway and other countries for many years. Alum is potassium-aluminium
sulphate which has been extracted from the Cambrian Alum Shale at several places in Scandinavia for many hundreds of years. Alum does not
occur in the natural state in the Alum Shale, but it was manufactured from the shale by a lengthy, complex process. The shale was first piled up in
big mounds along with wood, and the mounds were set alight and kept red hot for several weeks. The burnt remains were then mixed with water
in large vessels and the dissolved salts crystallised out by evaporation. The dissolving and evaporation entailed an extensive cleansing process that
had to be repeated several times before clear crystals of potassium alum (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O) grew in the highly concentrated lye. Alum was used
to bleach clothes, for tanning of leather and in the manufacturing of paper. It also had medicinal uses; alum sticks could stop bleeding and were
used after shaving or to treat small wounds. A red and brownish-red dye was also obtained from the precipitate left after the crystallisation.
King Kristian VI gave the Christian and Sophia Magdalene’s Alum Factory on the Ekeberg Escarpment in the grounds of Oslo Hospital its name.
It began production in 1737, and used to be one of the largest industrial firms in the Oslo area. In 1793, 106 people lived at the factory, 50 of
them engaged in making alum for leather tanning and to dye wool and cotton. The workers were naturally continuously enveloped in smoke
from the burning of the sulphur-eous and uranium-rich shale, but this was claimed to protect them from “rampaging diseases, typhoid fever,
dysentery, etc., which the city was otherwise troubled with at that time”. When the factory was built, the importing of alum and red dye was
banned and the factory was exempted from paying tithes and export duties. However, lack of expertise resulted in an impure, iron-bearing
product, and the factory soon closed down. Production began again in 1758. James Collett bought the factory in an auction in 1759, and it
continued making alum until 1815.
The high carbon content of the Alum Shale also makes it a potential source rock for petroleum, and this is particularly feasible in and around
the Baltic Sea. In Sweden, Alum Shale from various areas was distilled from 1925 to 1961, and the petroleum products were used as fuel for
the Swedish navy during the Second World War. The somewhat younger, Early Ordovician Dictyonema Shale has similar properties to the
Cambrian Alum Shale, and in Estonia the burning and distillation of corresponding shales still met around 90 % of the nation’s demand for
power in 2002. Large quantities of the Estonian kuckersite shale were also quarried from 1948 to 1952 to extract uranium. Elsewhere, where
the shale has been heated naturally (its high radioactivity means that it is itself a heat source), it produces oil. In the Oslo region, all petroleum
has long since boiled out of the shale due to Nature’s own heat source (in this case, connected with the Caledonian orogeny and the later
Permo-Carboniferous magmatic activity). A couple of small “fossil“ oilfields have, however, recently been discovered in Telemark and Buskerud,
where oil from the Alum Shale was formed and was pressed into the adjacent limestones and sandstones, probably as a result of heat emanating from the Permian intrusives about 250 to 290 million years ago.

The Alum Factory quarries at
Ekeberg. Ekebergveien is on the
left. Aquatint ca. 1800 from an
original painting by John W. Edy.
(Reproduced by permission of
Oslo City Museum)
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The Lower and Middle Ordovician in and around
Oslo have a total thickness of about 270 m and consist of more or less rapid alternations of shaly and
calcareous units. The dark shales generally contain
fossil graptolites, whereas trilobites, brachiopods and
other crustaceans characterise the limestone beds.
Periods of muddy, fairly oxygen-poor bottom conditions are clearly represented by the shales, while the
limestones were formed when the water was clear
and the seabed was teeming with life. Rhythmic
oscillations in sea level, perhaps due to repeated
glaciations and deglaciations on the Gondwana
continent, may have caused these alternations in
lithologies. However, since the major glaciation on
Gondwanaland did not take place until later in the
Ordovician, it is natural to consider other reasons
for these rhythmic alternations. They can perhaps
instead be explained in terms of climatic changes
associated with minor variations in the Earth’s orbit
around the Sun, so-called Milankovitch cycles.
Carbonate-rich units represent periods with
warmer seawater when lime-secreting organisms
flourished.
The continuous alternations of shale and limestone
in the Middle Ordovician succession are broken by
the incursion of beds of bentonite, weathered and
altered volcanic ash carried by the wind from large
volcanoes out at sea. Many such beds of the same
age have been found in Norway, the Baltic States,
Poland, Great Britain and large parts of eastern
North America. Precise chemical analyses carried out
recently demonstrate in detail the interrelationship
and simultaneity of these ash beds. Some bentonite
beds are up to 1 m thick and show that perhaps
some of the greatest volcanic eruptions ever occurred
approximately 450 million years ago, and that up to
hundreds of cubic kilometres of volcanic ash spewed
into the atmosphere in a matter of hours or days.
The bentonites in both Baltica and Laurentia have a
chemical composition which shows that they stem
from volcanoes in island arcs between the two plates.
These arcs were located along collision boundaries
between the lithospheric plates whose convergence
was closing the Iapetus Ocean, as described in the
next chapter. Independent studies have shown that
carbonates and shales immediately adjacent to the
bentonites on both continents show an obvious
change in their carbon isotope character, which has
been interpreted as indicating the first climatic cooling prior to the widespread Late Ordovician glaciation of Gondwanaland.

JOHAN ASCHEHOUG KIÆR

Johan Aschehoug Kiær (1869–1931) was Professor of Palaeontology and Historical
Geology and the first Director of the Palaeontological Museum in Oslo. In 1908, Kiær
published his almost 600-page monograph on the richly fossiliferous Silurian deposits in
the Oslo region, for which he was awarded the Fridtjof Nansen Prize.
Kiær was originally particularly interested in corals and the stratigraphy of the Silurian
succession, but his interest in vertebrates was aroused by the interesting discoveries of
jawless fish in Svalbard and by his outstanding discovery of jawless fish and sea scorpions, including Mixopterus kiaeri, in the Ringerike Sandstone in 1909. In addition to his
outstanding scientific efforts, he was also very active in popularising his subject.
(Reproduced by permission of the Natural History Museum, University of Oslo)

A greenish, readily weathering layer of
bentonite (fossil volcanic ash), approximately 1 m thick, is found within dark
Ordovician shales of the Arnestad
Formation in Asker. (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
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Tidal channel filled with boulders of
calcareous sandstone uppermost in
the Ordovician (the Langøyene
Formation) on Kalvøya.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

Local variations
The development through the Cambrian and Early
Ordovician was fairly uniform throughout the Oslo
region, and quite like that in the Baltic States, but
from then on many local and regional variations can
be recognised as the Iapetus Ocean continued to
close. Variations in depositional conditions in the
Middle Ordovician gave rise to sediments that occur
in three geographical belts. The belt nearest the
coastline of the time, from Skien and Porsgrunn in
the south to Mjøsa in the north, is marked by a predominance of limestones with sporadic reef structures. The massive, 40 m thick “Encrinites limestone” (the Steinvik Formation) in Porsgrunn was
given its original name because of its high content of
crinoid or cystoid stems of Encrinites type. Some
parts of the limestone, which is very pure and is still
quarried as raw material for cement production, also
contain small coral and calcareous algal reef structures. Corresponding limestones are found in the
area around the northern part of Lake Mjøsa, in the
80-100 m thick Mjøsa Formation, which also has
reef structures that are rich in calcareous algae and
stromatoporoids.
The next belt, typically developed in Ringerike and
Hadeland, has less prominent limestone units.
Corals and calcareous algae are largely absent, but
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the lithologies are rich in brachiopods, bryozoans,
cystoids and trilobites. The third belt occurs in central parts of Oslo and Asker, and represents the
deepest environment, showing a more shaly development. Trilobites and graptolites, along with brachiopods, are the commonest fossils in this depositional environment. The distribution of the facies
belts suggests a continuous shift in the environment
towards a deeper and more distal seabed in the central parts of the Oslo region.
Great changes are seen in the character of the
lithologies and the depositional environment
throughout the area in the uppermost Ordovician.
Coarse sandstones and limestones testify to shallow,
rough seas, also in Oslo and its surroundings, in
contrast to the calm, muddy bottoms that characterised the central parts of the Oslo region earlier.
Shallow-water sandstones transected by tidal channels, often filled with metre-sized boulders torn from
the underlying beds and the channel banks, imply
that parts of the area were raised above sea level. In
the north, around Mjøsa, where much of the
Ordovician Period had been marked by shallower
conditions than in the rest of the Oslo region,
strongly eroded bedding surfaces are found in the
Mjøsa Formation, with karst structures that are several metres deep, clearly indicating that the entire

area had been raised above sea level by the transition
from the Ordovician to the Silurian.
The full Ordovician succession is about 470 m thick
in the Oslo region, and the Upper Ordovician
accounts for almost half of this. Much thicker
Ordovician successions are certainly found further
west, in a more central location in the Caledonides,
but there they occur in the overthrust nappes and are
strongly folded and metamorphosed with only fragmentary and poorly preserved fossils. It is not always
easy to interpret the origin and stratigraphy of the
strata in the nappes. For instance, in the Valdres district in the 1960s, it was discovered that an Ordovician succession which earlier was thought to be more
than 1,000 m thick had been wrongly interpreted: the
entire succession had been inverted and was in reality
older than the fossiliferous strata on which it rested.
Lithologies in the Trøndelag region represent an
Ordovician development in central parts of the
growing mountain belt. Fossils found there suggest
that these rocks were thrust in from the northwest,
from the Laurentian Plate, during the Caledonian
collision. The succession, which may be more than
5,000 m thick (although probably much less as isoclinal folds and thrusting may have produced repetitions of the original sequence), consists of both volcanic and sedimentary rocks, the latter now occur-

ring as mica schists and metagreywackes. Thick successions that include significant units of deformed
and metamorphosed limestone and dolomite (now
mostly marble) occur in Nordland and Troms. Most
of the succession around Ofotfjorden, which may be
7,000 m thick (although possibly overturned and
repeated), is perhaps of Ordovician age, but here,
too, there are very few identifiable fossils whose age
can be determined. Shales in Finnmark (the
Digermulen Peninsula) contain very well-preserved
trilobites and graptolites.
Thick limestones of Ordovician age, and containing
“American” fossils, are found on Bjørnøya, and have
possibly also been encountered in oil wells drilled
further north, deep beneath Barentsøya and
Edgeøya. An unexpected discovery of fossils in
Hinlopenstretet, in the far northeast of Spitsbergen
in 1967, resulted in the description of an unusually
fossiliferous Ordovician sequence of shales and dark
limestones that also held fossils that are typical for
the American Plate – Laurentia – and not Baltica.
These fossils, like those elsewhere in the CambroSilurian successions, provide indispensable clues with
respect to the depositional environment and geographical origin of the rocks.
Hammerfest

MAP: Distribution of Cambro-Silurian
rocks (black) in Norway and adjacent
part of western Sweden.
(From: H. Fossen)
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The Ordovician Tromsdal limestone is
quarried in Verdal, Nord-Trøndelag.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
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The cliff of Tsjebysjovfjellet on the
south side of Hornsund, Svalbard.
The rocks are almost unmetamorphosed carbonates in the
Nørdstetind Formation, which is part
of the Ordovician Sørkapp Land
Group. The recumbent isoclinal fold
is of Caledonian age and is probably
a folded nappe.
(Photo: W. Dallmann)
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CAMBRO-SILURIAN FOSSILS FROM LOCALITIES OUTSIDE THE OSLO REGION.
A. Rhabdinopora, an Ordovician graptolite, Digermul Peninsula, Finnmark (field of view is 6 cm wide). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
B. «Syringophyllum«, a coral in metamorphosed and deformed Silurian limestone (marble), Bergen (the coral is 3 mm in diameter). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
C. Peltocare compactum, an Ordovician trilobite, Digermul Peninsula, Finnmark (ca. 12 mm long). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
kap5
D. Drill core showing brachiopods and corals, from the Farsund Basin (Lower Silurian), Skagerrak (the core is 5 cm in30_kambrosilurfossiler_Oslo.ai
diameter). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
E. Deformed trilobite, Calymene, Silurian, Bergen (Reusch’s original specimen), (the trilobite is 1 cm across)
F. Solitary corals («Cyathophyllum«) in metamorphosed and deformed Silurian limestone (marble), Bergen (the corals are 1 cm in diameter). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
G. Colonial coral («Syringophyllum«) in metamorphosed and deformed Silurian limestone (marble), Bergen (the coral is 3 mm in diameter). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
H. Gonioceras , a cephalopod from the Ordovician on Bjørnøya (25 cm long). (Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

depositional settings, in both time and space
throughout the Oslo region, reflect increasing disturbance associated with the formation of the
Caledonian mountain chain.

The Silurian Period – from sea to land
The Silurian succession in the Oslo region is almost
2,000 m thick and consists of an extremely varied
mixture of lithologies, from deep-water shales and
sandstones via shallow-marine sandstones and limestones to continental red sandstones uppermost. The
red sandstones, typically developed around
Sundvollen in Ringerike, make up more than half of
the succession. Great thicknesses and rapidly shifting

a.
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Ringerike

The Early Palaeozoic phase, with a comparatively
stable platform proximal to the rising mountain
chain, was clearly approaching its close. Changes in
the conditions are demonstrated by drawing com-
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SCHEMATIC BLOCK DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE SILURIAN DEPOSITIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE OSLO REGION.
a . EARLY SILURIAN (ca. 440-435 million years ago). The sea level had risen considerably, the shallow-water carbonate deposits were inundated and gradually become covered by sand in the south, west and north, whereas mud was deposited in the somewhat deeper parts of the basin in the central part of
the Oslo area. These deposits eventually resulted in the Sælabonn and Solvik formations, respectively.
b . EARLY SILURIAN (ca. 430 million years ago). The supply of material from land decreased somewhat and production of carbonates dominated again. In
the shallow areas in the west (present-day Ringerike) reef structures developed and were dominated by corals, sponges and sea lilies. Shelly calcareous
kap.5 acquired favourable living conditions. The carbonate deposits were rather
mud was deposited further from the coast and various brachiopod communities
31A_A_silur1.ai
uniform over a large area, and gave rise to the Rytteråker Formation.
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c . MIDDLE SILURIAN (ca. 430-425 million years ago). Carbonate production began again following a period when sand was deposited (the Bruflat
Sandstone). The shallow areas offered optimal conditions for the growth of coral reefs, but in some bays the seawater evaporated so much that salt minerals were precipitated. Special kinds of bacteria and algae survived in these inhospitable environments. The Braksøya and Steinsfjorden formations
formed from these reef structures and the shallow-water carbonates.
d . LATE SILURIAN (ca. 420 million years ago). The Caledonide mountain chain continued to develop in the west-northwest. The young mountains were
eroded and rivers carried large quantities of sand out into the sea in the southeast. Alluvial plains developed along with deltas and brackish water areas
where fish and sea scorpions had good living conditions. Great quantities of red sand eventually became the thick Ringerike Sandstone.
kap.5
31B_B_silur4.ai
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A. Relatively flat reef structure
(1 m thick) in the upper part of
the Rytteråker Formation at
Limovnstangen, Ringerike. The
yellow broken line denotes the
reef surface, the red one its base
and the blue one the reef flank.
B. Reef-building coral: Halysites
(chain coral).
C. Reef-building coral: Favosites
(honeycomb coral).
(Photos: H.A. Nakrem)
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parison between the depositional time and the thicknesses of different parts of the succession: nearly
2 km of sediments were deposited in the “brief ”
25 million years of the Silurian Period, in strong
contrast to the modest 600 m deposited over the
previous 100 million years.
At the beginning of the Silurian, the northerly districts (the Mjøsa area) were still land, but in
Ringerike and the Skien district sand was being
deposited in the shore zone and in coastal waters.
Meanwhile, in the Bærum and Oslo area, dark muds
with characteristic deep-water brachiopod communities were accumulating and storm waves carried thin
layers of sand, silt and calcareous mud into this
marine trough from the shallower areas to the southwest, west and northwest, and perhaps also from a
platform area that may have been situated to the
southeast, towards present-day Sweden. This varied
topography was clearly controlled by fault movements in the crust. The various areas show great
variations in water depth as they were locally pressed
upwards or subsided.
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With the rising sea level following the great
Gondwana glaciation, the entire area was gradually
covered by the sea and land sources for the supply of
sand and mud were inundated. The Oslo region
became a shallow sea teeming with plant and animal
life, which gave rise to prominent limestones, very
obvious along road cuts on the main E16 highway
between Vik and Steinssletta in Ringerike, for example. These limestones partly consist of “nodular limestone”, in this case produced by the infilling of burrows excavated by crustaceans, but thick shell banks
built up by the thick-shelled brachiopod, Pentamerus,
are also common. These, and particularly small reef
structures found in both Ringerike and Bærum, indicate warm, very shallow marine conditions, quite like
those on the Bahamas Bank today (the Oslo region
was then located at approximately 30° S).
The mountain chain influences depositional environments
The Pentamerus limestone gradually became predominant throughout the Oslo region before there
was a sudden shift from these shallow-water limestones via nodular limestones to deep-water shales.

SEDIMENTS AND RECONSTRUCTED
DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT
FROM THE END OF THE SILURIAN
PERIOD
A. The shift from green, coastal
sandstone to red, continental sandstone in Ringerike, with wave ripples
in the red beds, probably formed in a
lake or lagoon with fresh or brackish
water. Kroksund, Ringerike.
(Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
B. A river channel has cut down into
more fine-grained fluvial sediment.
Ringerike Sandstone, Sundvollen,
Ringerike.
(Photo: D. Worsley)
C. Model of the sea scorpion,
Mixopterus kiaeri, in its natural habitat in these lakes.
(Natural History Museum, University
of Oslo. Photo: H.A. Nakrem)
D. Model of the primitive fish,
Aceraspis, which lived with the sea
scorpions.
(Natural History Museum, University
of Oslo. Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

The northerly districts, which had previously been
structural highs located above sea level, now subsided more than the other areas and formed a single
large, continuous foreland trough in which mud
accumulated to later become black shales. These
shales are representatives of typical graptolite facies:
few bottom-dwelling shellfish survived in that environment and only the free-swimming graptolites
were preserved in the putrid mud after they died.
Less dramatic subsidence took place in the other
areas, but all the areas show clear indications of
deepening water. This sequence in the Oslo area,
best exposed at the classical excursion site on
Malmøya in Bunnefjorden, is dominated by nodular
limestones displaying spectacular bedding planes
with coiled stems of sea lilies that sank into the soft
sea bottom. That this area nevertheless experienced
bottom currents is demonstrated by certain bedding
planes showing current-oriented Orthoceras and
branching corals. Slide surfaces with intraformational conglomerates (eroded pieces of previously
deposited limestone) also testify to periodical earthquakes in the area. This part of the succession also
contains thin beds of bentonite that can be used for
correlation both within the Oslo region and through
the rest of Baltica.

The final phase of the Early Silurian development is
marked by a still sharper shift in depositional
regimes. Central and southern districts were still situated along the northern margin of a muddy and carbonate platform with water that was too deep for
ordinary wave influence, but sufficiently shallow to
be affected by periodical storms. The short-lived
graptolite basin in the north now experienced a
major influx of sand from the rising mountain chain
in the northwest, and a sequence in the area around
Bruflat in Toten has been estimated to be anywhere
from about 200 m to 500 m thick. It is characterised
by sand benches formed by storm or earthquake
induced sand flows streaming into the basin from the
rising mountain chain in the northwest. The entire
formation testifies to the rapid filling of the basin, in
part shown by the youngest sediments displaying ripple marks formed in a sublittoral development influenced by waves. The beds in the sandstone at Toten
are approximately ten times thicker than corresponding beds in the older Silurian deposits, because of
the large quantities of sand and silt introduced from
the mountain chain in the northwest.
The Late Silurian began with even more changes in
the distribution of land and sea, and hence of the
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types of sediment that formed in the Oslo region.
No definite evidence of sediments of this age are
known from the area north of Ringerike, which is
believed to have then been a low coastal plain or a
coastal shallow-water lagoonal area. Beautiful coral
reefs developed in a shallow, warm sea and are preserved in Ringerike and the Porsgrunn district. These
deposits make up the Braksøy Formation. At the same
time, significant deepening took place out towards the
central parts of the Oslo region, in Bærum and Oslo.
Here, a new, rapid subsidence must have taken place
with the formation of a deep trough containing little
or no oxygen close to the bottom, so that the most
common fossils are again the free-swimming graptolites that sank into the putrefying mud after they
died. These fossils are now found in the shale-dominated Skinnerbukta Formation.
The land areas were gradually uplifted again. Central
districts, like Bærum and Oslo, show a gradual transition to shallow-marine limestones formed under
more normal marine conditions, whereas Ringerike
has a sequence of lagoonal shales and limestones.
Reef structures occur sporadically, indicative of comparatively short intervals when the sea flooded over
the Oslo region anew. Erosion products like sand
and gravel gradually became the prevalent types of
sediment originating from the rising Caledonides.
Deltas composed of red sand spread out across the
coastal plains between the rising mountain chain in
the northwest and the large Tethys Ocean that

Palaeogeographical map of Baltica
at the transition from Early to Late
Silurian: the Caledonides were rising
in the north and west, while the
southern margin of Baltica formed a
deep foreland basin towards the
Palaeotethys Ocean.
(Illustration: T.H. Torsvik)

stretched over central parts of present-day Europe.
The thick deposits of red sandstone seen in road cuts
near Sundvollen in Ringerike were formed in river
systems that came from the mountains and flowed
over extensive coastal plains, occasionally interrupted
by tidal channels and lagoons, showing that the area
was still in the vicinity of the coast. The special finds
of fossil jawless fish, crustaceans and primitive sea
scorpions also testify to coastal conditions. The red
beds, formed as early as about 420 million years ago,
are representative for the thick red sandstone
sequences that marked the transition from Silurian
to Devonian time over large parts of northern
Europe and North America, the “Old Red
Sandstone”. As we shall see in the next chapter, such
Devonian beds are only found in a few local basins
on the Norwegian mainland and in northern
Spitsbergen.
Far fewer signs of Silurian rocks are seen in the central parts of the Caledonides. This suggests that the
Iapetus Ocean was now definitively closing and the
thrusting of the major nappes had started, thus
explaining the numerous local variations in the
development of Silurian rocks in the Oslo region. As
described in the next chapter, scattered remains of
conglomerates, quartzites and mica schists are seen
in west Norway and Trøndelag that contain poorly
preserved Late Ordovician and Early Silurian fossils.
These probably reflect the initial Silurian rise in sea
level after the Gondwanaland ice cap melted.
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Life in a fossil reef reconstructed and modelled on the basis of the reef at Limovnstangen, Ringerike. The reef was primarily built up of corals (B, D, I,
K, L) and calcareous sponges (stromatoporoids) (A), but brachiopods (F), bryozoans (G), gastropods (C), algae and sea lilies (H) were all important
components in this environment. Trilobites crawled among the sedentary organisms, while cephalopods (J) swam in the sea surrounding the reef.
(Natural History Museum, Photo: H.A. Nakrem)

